
Take on me



First choose and paste in a 
portrait photo…  

You chosen photo should be 
a photograph.. No cartoons

For extra credit choose a 
self portrait

For extra extra credit you 
draw from observation and 
instead of a portrait photo 
that being torn away your 
use another photo subject 
entirely that maybe your 
drawing is trying to escape 
from. 



Ctrl t and scale 
the image 
without warping 
to cover the 
entire page

Then 

image> adj> 
brightness and 
contrast



Next 

image> adj> hue and 
saturation

Play with the colors 
until you get a mood 
and look you want



Next 

Layer> duplicate

Then 

Filter gallery> 
posterize

Apply heavy 
posterizing so that 
you can see a good 
shadow shape 



Next 

Create a letter 
sized file in 
illustrator

Copy each 
layer 
separately

And paste 
them into their 
own layers in 
illustrator. 



Next 

Lock the photo 
layers

Create a new 
layer 

Then On that new 
layer

Using your pen 
tool or brush tool 

Trace the contour 
or holding lines of 
your portrait



Now that you 
have the 
outside/ holding 
lines done

Begin to draw 
out the interior 
lines ON A 
NEW LAYER!!!

* remember not 
all lines need to 
connect. 
Breathing room 
is good!



As you progress 

Please remember your 
line quality.

Holding lines should be 
thicker

And the weight of lines 
should tapper

You can achieve this will 
the pressure of wacom 

Or

You can draw a simple 
line and then go back 
with your selection tool 
and select the line

Change the line style to 
BASIC

And then in width profile 
choose a tapered line



As you do the 
eyes and 
eyebrow your 
thickness of your 
lines will be 
important



For the 
eyebrows 
instead of 
just tracing 
them

Try taking 
two thick 
lines and 
sculpting 
them 
together to 
create a 
eyebrow



Tracing in all the details

Please remember your 
line weights 



Once the details are 
done we are going 
to trace the 
shadow… do this on 
a New LAYer… you 
may want to lock 
the others

Take a thin line and 
even mayber a gray 
and trace the edge 
of the shadow



Now that you have 
drawn everything lets 
copy your lines

Lock the photo layers 
and make them 
invisible

Unlock the line layers

Select> all

edit> copy



Go back to your 
original file in 
photoshop

edit> paste

Choose pixel



Now go find a torn paper 
photo



Or instead of the torn 
paper
Choose a abstract cubist 
shape background that we can 
delete some shapes from. 



Ok now paste it 
in photoshop 
and scale it

Delete or erase 
the area that is 
torn.. Ie the area 
you want your 
line drawing to 
come through!



Now drag your 
photolayer on top of 
the torn paper layer

Right click on it> 
create clipping mask

Also make sure your 
line layer is just 
under the torn paper 
layer



Now any filters 
of styling ie 
overlays to 
achieve a 
desired look





Play with the 
colors of the 
photo layer


